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 Phonetic variability and grammatical knowledge: an articulatory study of Korean place assimilation*
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The study reported here uses articulatory data to investigate Korean place assimilation of coronal stops followed by labial or velar stops, both within words and across words. The results show that this place-assimilation process is highly variable, both within and across speakers, and is also sensitive to factors such as the place of articulation of the following consonant, the presence of a word boundary and, to some extent, speech rate. Gestures affected by the process are generally reduced categorically (deleted), while sporadic gradient reduction of gestures is also observed. We further compare the results for coronals to our previous findings on the assimilation of labials, discussing implications of the results for grammatical models of phonological/phonetic competence. The results suggest that speakers’ language-particular knowledge of place assimilation has to be relatively detailed and context-sensitive, and has to encode systematic regularities about its obligatory/variable application as well as categorical/gradient realisation.

1 Introduction

Traditionally, phonological theory has been concerned almost exclusively with invariant, categorical aspects of phonological entities or processes. These aspects of speech have been assumed to crucially reflect speakers’ implicit phonological knowledge, i.e. their linguistic competence.
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Variability and gradience, on the other hand, have been widely viewed as external to the grammar proper, reflecting speakers’ performance. Investigations of these aspects of phonological processes have therefore been relegated to the disciplines of sociolinguistics and phonetics. Much recent work in phonology, however, has questioned these traditional assumptions, showing that at least some types of variability (optionality) and gradience (partial phonetic realisation) are part of linguistic competence (see e.g. Anttila 2003, 2007). One of the most important findings of this research is that differences between obligatory and optional or between categorical and gradient aspects of phonological structure are rarely clear-cut, with both types governed by apparently the same general factors. In particular, many variable and gradient speech phenomena exhibit regularities akin to obligatory and categorical phonological properties. For example, the well-known process of word-final \( t/d\)-deletion in English (e.g. *lost* ~ *los*, *west side* ~ *wes side*) is highly variable, yet sensitive to a grammatical variable – the sonority of the following segment (Guy 1991, Coetzee 2004). Phonetic differences between the ‘clear’ and ‘dark’ allophones of English \( /l/\) in many contexts (e.g. *free-ly* vs. *feel-y*) are gradient, yet clearly influenced by grammatical factors – syllable position, morphological structure and prosodic boundary strength (Giles & Moll 1975, Sproat & Fujimura 1993, Boersma & Hayes 2001, Scobbie *et al.* 2007). Another interesting finding is that speakers possess internalised knowledge of many variable/gradient regularities found in speech processes, in the same way as they possess knowledge of obligatory/categorical regularities. For example, speakers of Hungarian who apply the process of vowel harmony to novel stems in a ‘wug’ test do it in a way that closely matches the variation and relative frequencies observed in the lexicon (Hayes & Londe 2006). Native English listeners are sensitive to the degree of contextual reduction of gestures (e.g. the tongue-tip gestures of \( /t/\) and \( /d/\) in *late calls, road collapsed*), and actively use this knowledge in word-recognition and lexical decision tasks (Wright & Kerswill 1989, Nolan 1992, Marslen-Wilson & Warren 1994; but see Gow 2003).

In this paper we examine some less studied variable aspects of one relatively well-known phonological process – place assimilation in Korean. We focus on the assimilation (or its absence) of coronal stops to following labial and velar stops, both within and across words. Tracking articulation by means of an articulograph (EMMA; Perkell *et al.* 1992), we examine the presence or absence of assimilation in the speech of three native speakers of Korean. We show that this place-assimilation process is indeed highly variable, both within and across speakers, and that it is also sensitive to such factors as the place of articulation of the following consonant, the presence of a word boundary and, to some extent, speech rate. Articulatory gestures affected by the process are generally reduced categorically (deleted), while sporadic gradient reduction of gestures is also observed. We further compare the results for coronals to our previous findings on the assimilation of labials, discussing implications of the results for grammatical models of phonological/phonetic competence.
An experimental investigation of Korean assimilation is of particular interest in the context of recent studies that examine the phonetic details of place-assimilation processes in various languages. These studies have revealed that place-assimilation processes may be implemented rather differently within a given language – categorically or gradiently, obligatorily or optionally – depending on a number of factors, both within and across speakers’ productions. For example, Farnetani & Busa’ (1994), who examined Italian nasal place assimilation using electropalatography (EPG), found that the implementation of the process is highly context-specific. Their speakers assimilated word-final /n/ categorically before velar /k/ and gradiently before postalveolar /tʃ/. In the former case, the lingual contact during the nasal was in the velar area, rather than in the alveolar area; in the latter case, the contact was intermediate between the alveolar and postalveolar areas, indicative of gestural ‘blending’ (Browman & Goldstein 1989). Before the alveolar trill /r/, the lingual gesture of /n/ was usually absent altogether, i.e. categorically reduced (deleted). These articulatory strategies were consistent across the three speakers examined in the study. Interestingly, the speakers differed in how they realised /n/ in yet another context, before the postalveolar fricative /s/. Two of the speakers produced nasals with different degrees of alveolar/postalveolar blending; the other speaker produced a nasal fully assimilated in place, yet gradiently reduced in duration (with nasality realised mainly on the preceding vowel). Similar context-specific effects in the implementation of nasal place assimilation have been observed for Catalan (Recasens & Pallarès 2001) and Castilian Spanish (Honorof 1999). Earlier instrumental studies of English coronal place assimilation have established that the process can be gradient and variable, presumably characteristic of casual style and fast speech rate (Hardcastle & Roach 1979, Barry 1991, Nolan 1992, Byrd 1996). Some recent findings, however, suggest that the implementation of the process is more complex. Ellis & Hardcastle (2002), who examined the production of British English nasal+velar sequences using both EPG and EMMA, found considerable inter- and intra-speaker differences. Four of their eight subjects showed categorical place assimilation in all their productions – a complete reduction of the alveolar gesture accompanied by an extension of the dorsal gesture. Two other subjects varied between no assimilation (a fully realised alveolar gesture) and categorical assimilation. The other two subjects showed gradient assimilation – a continuum of coronal gesture realisations from complete closure through a partially reduced gesture to a completely reduced gesture. Taken together, these studies suggest that place-assimilation processes are more complex than has been previously assumed. They also suggest that speakers’ language-particular competence, their implicit phonological/phonetic ‘knowledge’ of place assimilation, has to be relatively detailed and context-sensitive, and has to encode systematic regularities in its obligatory/variable application and categorical/gradient realisation. The goal of this paper is to explore systematic regularities in the application and realisation of Korean place...
assimilation, thus contributing to a better understanding of language- and speaker-particular phonological/phonetic competence in general.

The paper is organised as follows: in §2 we describe key properties of Korean place assimilation, review some theoretical accounts of the process and set up predictions for an experimental study. §§3 and 4 present experimental results on coronal and labial stops respectively. In §5, we discuss implications of our results for accounts of Korean place assimilation, as well as for modelling variability and gradience in general.

2 Korean place assimilation: background and predictions

2.1 Key properties

The place-assimilation process of Korean is interesting in a number of ways. First, the process is inherently variable, in that it is optional. According to Kim-Renaud (1991: 231), it occurs in colloquial, casual speech styles rather than in formal, careful styles. Jun (1995) describes place assimilation as characteristic of fast, rather than slow speech. Speakers appear to be aware of the phenomenon, as prescriptive grammars explicitly discourage the use of assimilated variants (Kim-Renaud 1991: 250).

Second, the process has been described (Kim-Renaud 1991: 231–234, Ahn 1998) as exhibiting certain place of articulation asymmetries in the consonants which are affected (targets) and in those which induce the assimilatory change (triggers). Thus coronal stops optionally assimilate in place to following labials and dorsals (1a). Note that underlying /tʰ/ and /s/ in coda position are realised as lenis unreleased [t'], as a result of laryngeal and manner neutralisation processes. Labial stops optionally assimilate to following dorsals (1b). They do not, however, assimilate to following coronals (1c). Finally, dorsals assimilate neither to labials nor to coronals (1d). Underlying lenis stops become fortis when preceded by stops and are voiced between sonorants, as a result of post-obstruent tensing and intersonorant voicing processes (Kim-Renaud 1991: 231–234, Ahn 1998).

(1) unassimilated (careful style) assimilated (casual style)

a. /patʰ-pota/ [patʰp’oda] [papʰp’oda] ‘rather than the field’
    /patʰ-kwa/ [patʰk’wa] [pakʰk’wa] ‘field and’
    /os-pocaki/ [otʰp’odʒagi] [opʰp’odʒagi] ‘clothes wrapper’
    /os-kolim/ [otʰk’orim] [okʰk’orim] ‘clothes wrapper’

b. /pap-kilis/ [pakʰk’iri’t'] [pakʰk’iri’t’] ‘rice bowl’
    /tʰop-kʰal/ [tʰopkʰal] [tʰokʰal] ‘handsaw’

c. /pap-to/ [pap’t’o] *[patt’o] ‘rice also’
    /kap-ca/ [kap’t’ʃ’a] *[kat’tʃ’a] ‘let’s pay back’

d. /kuk-po/ [kuk’p’o] *[kup’p’o] ‘national treasury’
    /pak-to/ [pak’t’o] *[patt’o] ‘outside also’
In sum, the data show that Korean velars are not susceptible to assimilation, while labials and coronals are. In addition, velars and labials can trigger assimilation of preceding consonants, while coronals systematically fail to do so. This property of Korean place assimilation has received considerable attention in recent phonological literature, and is often interpreted as evidence for the relative markedness of places of articulation: dorsal > labial > coronal (Jun 1995, de Lacy 2002; but see Rice 1999, Hume 2003).

The third, and least understood, property of Korean place assimilation is its possibly gradient (partial) phonetic realisation. Jun (1996), who conducted an intraoral air-pressure experiment with 14 speakers producing utterances containing a /pk/ sequence, inferred indirectly from the air-pressure patterns that the lip gesture of /p/ was often reduced gradiently in terms of a partial reduction in movement amplitude, rather than being absent categorically (/p+k/ → [p]k]; subscript segments here and below indicate segments whose gestures are gradiently reduced). He proposed that Korean labial place assimilation is a gradient phonetic process, akin to English coronal assimilation (e.g. tha[t] boy, tha[t] girl) (Nolan 1992, Browman & Goldstein 1995). By extension, Korean coronal place assimilation has also been assumed to be gradient (Jun 1995: 171), although this process has not been instrumentally investigated.

Another study on Korean labial assimilation, however, revealed different results (Son et al. 2007). This study used articulography (EMMA), in which lip movement is directly tracked by sensors attached to the upper and lower lips. The three speakers employed in the study clearly exhibited categorical assimilation: the lip gesture of /p/ was either fully realised ([pk]) or absent altogether ([kk]). Consistently with Jun’s findings, however, the speakers showed considerable within- and cross-speaker variation in the rate of assimilation/gestural reduction. That is, while the assimilation process exhibited little phonetic variability in terms of the degree to which the lip closure was realised, it was variable in that it was probabilistic in its occurrence. None of the three speakers, however, reduced /p/ across words, contrary to the observations of Jun (1995). Whether this difference can be attributed to differences in stimulus composition between the two studies or was conditioned by the different measurement techniques employed is unclear. The results nonetheless suggest that at least some speakers’ implementation of the process is sensitive to prosodic/word boundaries. We will return to these results in §4.

Of the various properties of Korean place assimilation, variability (optionality) and gradience (partial phonetic realisation) will be our main focus, although place target/trigger asymmetries and (in)sensitivity to boundaries will also be of interest.

2.2 Previous formal accounts

Most phonological accounts of Korean place assimilation have been concerned with capturing the place target/trigger asymmetries, rather than
variability and gradience. Kim-Renaud (1991: 236–237), for example, uses SPE-style formalism for her rule of ‘anterior assimilation’ (2), with [anterior] assumed to include both coronals and labials. The optionality of the rule is marked diacritically; optional rules are assumed to apply late in the derivation (cf. postlexical rules in Lexical Phonology; Kiparsky 1985).

(2) Anterior assimilation (optional)

\[ [-\text{cont}, +\text{ant}] \rightarrow [\alpha \text{Place}] / \_ [-\text{cor}, \alpha \text{Place}] \]

Ahn (1998: 106f) proposes a feature-geometry account of the process, in which regressive assimilation is triggered by underspecification of consonants for place. He adopts representations in which coronals are underspecified for place (a bare [Place] node), labials are partially underspecified ([Place [peripheral]]) and velars are fully specified ([Place [peripheral [dorsal]]]). Fully and partially underspecified segments – coronals and labials – acquire place features from following more structurally complex consonants (3a). Assimilation of labials and velars to following coronals, and of velars to labials and coronals, is ruled out, as there are no features to spread ((3b); cf. the feature-geometry account in Cho 1990).

(3) a. \[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{Place} \\
[\text{peripheral}] \\
\end{array}
\begin{array}{c}
\text{Place} \\
[\text{peripheral}] \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
/\text{p}/ \\
\end{array}
\begin{array}{c}
/\text{k}/ \\
\end{array}
\]

b. \[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{Place} \\
[\text{peripheral}] \\
\end{array}
\begin{array}{c}
/\text{t}/ \\
\end{array}
\begin{array}{c}
/\text{t}/ \\
\end{array}
\]

Ahn briefly notes that the process applies variably (1998: 100); however, what it is that conditions this variability is not part of the account. Notice also that the feature-spreading account does not allow for the gradient, partially phonetic implementation of assimilation (Browman & Goldstein 1989, Jun 1995): segments that acquire place features through spreading (e.g. /t/ in /tp/, /p/ in /pk/) would no longer receive [coronal] or [labial] features at the end of derivation, and thus would be unambiguously interpreted phonetically as [p] or [k].

Jun (1995, 2004) proposes an optimality-theoretic account of Korean place assimilation in the context of a cross-linguistic typology of place assimilation. His analysis of Korean attempts to capture not only place target/trigger asymmetries, but also its optional and (apparently) gradient
implementation. Jun adopts gestural representations, where the place features [labial], [coronal] and [dorsal] are represented as the articulatory gestures Lips, Tongue Tip and Tongue Body respectively (Browman & Goldstein 1989, 1992). The gestural display in (4) schematically represents assimilation of coronal /t/ to velar /k/ (based on Jun 2004: 72). The un-assimilated sequence has two partly overlapped oral gesture constrictions, Tongue Tip and Tongue Body, shown as shaded boxes. The length of the boxes represents the time interval during which the vocal tract is actively controlled by a given gesture. The assimilated sequence [kk] has only one gesture, Tongue Body, extended in time compared to a singleton /k/; the Tongue Tip gesture has been fully reduced (deleted). Thus, in terms of articulation, categorical place assimilation involves the (complete) reduction of one gesture and the extension of the other gesture.

(4) Articulation:  
\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{Tongue Tip} \\
\text{Tongue Body}
\end{array}
\]

According to Jun, reduction of gestures (and ultimately assimilation) is triggered by pressure to ‘conserve articulatory effort’ on the part of the speaker (Lindblom 1990, Kirchner 1998). He formalises this factor as an optimality-theoretic markedness constraint WEAKENING (5a). In the vein of H&H (hypo- and hyper-articulation) theory (Lindblom 1990), this markedness constraint is in conflict with a set of perceptually motivated faithfulness constraints, which require the speaker to make more effort to ‘preserve’ sounds that are more perceptually salient and relax their articulation of sounds that are less perceptually salient. The PRESERVE(place) constraints relevant to the analysis of Korean are shown in (5b) (based on Jun 2004: 70ff).

(5)  
\begin{align*}
\text{a. WEAKENING} \\
&\text{Conserve articulatory effort.} \\
\text{b. PRES(pl[dors])} \\
&\text{Preserve acoustic cues to [dorsal].} \\
&\text{PRES(pl[lab])} \\
&\text{Preserve acoustic cues to [labial].} \\
&\text{PRES(pl[cor])} \\
&\text{Preserve acoustic cues to [coronal].} \\
&\text{PRES(pl[\_ cor])} \\
&\text{Preserve acoustic place cues before [coronal].}
\end{align*}

Ranking the WEAKENING constraint above the PRESERVE constraints for [labial] and [coronal] results in the reduction of corresponding gestures (cf. (6a)). Ranking PRES(pl[\_ cor]) above the WEAKENING constraint ensures that gestures are not reduced before coronals. The equivalent ranking of PRES(pl[dors]) prevents the reduction of velar gestures (see Jun
This ranking is capable of generating the pattern of Korean place assimilation as it has been described for the fast/informal register. Other \textsc{Preserve} constraints, omitted here, ensure the regressive directionality of the process and the lack of deletion as a repair strategy; see Jun (2004) for details. Note that the analysis does not refer to prosodic (word) boundaries, therefore assimilation is expected to apply both within and across words. Under this ranking, an input sequence /tk/ (within words or across words) will be always realised as the assimilated [kk], with the Tongue Tip gesture of /t/ fully reduced, as illustrated in the diagram in (4). An input sequence /kt/, however, will not be affected.

Optionality of place assimilation is modelled by register-specific re-ranking of the \textsc{Weakening} constraint. In the fast/informal register, \textsc{Weakening} is ranked above the faithfulness constraints for labial and coronal gestures, resulting in place assimilation (6b); in the slow/formal register, these constraints are re-ranked, resulting in unassimilated outputs. The ranking of the \textsc{Weakening} and \textsc{Preserve} constraints in the grammar is therefore variable (as opposed to strict): both kinds of rankings are probabilistically possible, although tied to respective registers. In this sense, Jun’s (1995, 2004) approach predates the later development of Stochastic OT (Boersma 1998, Boersma & Hayes 2001).

Finally, Jun models gradience in place assimilation by introducing gradient \textsc{Weakening} and \textsc{Preserve} constraints and refining the set of register-specific rankings (cf. Kirchner 1998). Sample rankings of such constraints are shown in Table I, where the \textsc{Weakening} constraints $W_{0.1x} - W_{1x}$ prohibit producing gestures whose effort cost is above a given amount (in decreasing order), the \textsc{Preserve} constraints $P_{10} - P_{100}$ require

\begin{align*}
(6) \quad \text{a. Register: fast/informal} & \quad \text{Pres}(pl[dors]), \text{Pres}(pl[\_cor]) \succ \text{Weakening} \succ \\
& \quad \text{Pres}(pl[lab]), \text{Pres}(pl[cor]) \\
\text{Output: [kp, kt, pt, kk (*pk), kk (*tk), pp (*tp)}, \text{etc.}
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
\text{b. Register: slow/formal} & \quad \text{Pres}(pl[dors]), \text{Pres}(pl[\_cor]), \\
& \quad \text{Pres}(pl[lab]), \text{Pres}(pl[cor]) \succ \text{Weakening} \\
\text{Output: [kp, kt, pt, pk, tk, tp], etc.}
\end{align*
maintaining a given percentage of place of articulation information (in increasing order) and registers A–K represent a continuum from the slowest/most formal register to the fastest/most informal register (based on Jun 2004: 80f). Different rankings of the constraints result in different degrees of reduction of articulatory gestures, increasing from register A to register K. Relevant parts are shaded. For example, in register B the constraint \( W_{1x} \) (‘do not produce a gesture whose effort cost is 1’) is ranked above the constraint \( P_{100} \) (‘preserve at least 100% of cues to place’), but below the constraint \( P_{90} \) (‘preserve at least 90% of cues to place’). This will result in a 10% reduction of the articulatory gesture. That is, the affected gesture is produced only partially, without a complete constriction being made (e.g. an incomplete constriction of the Tongue Tip at the alveolar ridge for \(/t/\)). Jun’s assumptions about the gradient implementation of Korean place assimilation are based on his experimental findings for labial reduction in \(/pk/\) (Jun 1996). His study, however, did not examine assimilation in the coronal-initial sequences \(/tp/\) and \(/tk/\).

In sum, Jun’s account of Korean place assimilation is different from other previous accounts in the sense that it attempts to capture both obligatory/categorical and variable/gradient aspects of the process through the introduction of stochastic, register-specific rankings and gradient constraints. This approach is not uncontroversial, as questions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>register</th>
<th>slow/formal</th>
<th>↔</th>
<th>fast/informal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>( P_{10} )</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>( W_{1x} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>( P_{20} )</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>( W_{0.9x} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>( P_{70} )</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>( W_{0.7x} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>( P_{80} )</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( P_{90} )</td>
<td>( W_{0.2x} )</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>( W_{0.2x} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( W_{1x} )</td>
<td>( W_{0.1x} )</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>( P_{100} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| reduction degree | 0 | 10 | ... | 90 | 100 |

Table I

Rankings of gradient constraints and resulting patterns of reduction, based on Jun (2004).
remain about the necessity of incorporating functional teleologies in the grammar (Pouplier 2003, Blevins 2004, 2007) and about adequate ways of modelling the mapping between continuous and discrete aspects of speech (e.g. Gafos 2006, Scobbie 2007). Independently of this, however, Jun’s formalisation of Korean place assimilation yields testable hypotheses about patterns, types and relative frequencies of gestural reduction to be found in actual speech data. It will therefore serve as a point of reference for our experimental results. We return to some of the remaining questions at the end of the paper.

2.3 Predictions

Assuming that the patterns of place assimilation exhibited by native speakers of Korean reflect the rankings of the grammatical constraints outlined above, we can predict the following. With respect to variability, in fast speech Korean speakers are expected to reduce the Tongue Tip gesture of /t/ in /tp/ and /tk/ and the Lip gesture of /p/ in /pk/ (given the ranking Weakening\(\rightarrow\)Pres(pl[cor]), Pres(pl[lab]) in (6)), but not in slow speech (Pres(pl[cor]), Pres(pl[lab])\(\rightarrow\)Weakening). Overall, rates of reduction should not differ substantially for /p/ and /t/ (given that Pres(pl[lab]) and Pres(pl[cor]) are in the same ranking stratum). Similarly, rates of reduction of /t/ in /tp/ and /tk/ should not differ substantially from each other (given that both sequences are referred to by the same ranking Weakening\(\rightarrow\)Pres(pl[cor])). Further, rates of reduction should overall be similar within words and across words (given that the constraint rankings do not refer to boundaries). Finally, no reduction of /p/ and /k/ in the sequences /pt/, /kt/ and /kp/ is expected, regardless of the speech rate (Pres(pl[dors]), Pres(pl[\_\_cor])\(\rightarrow\)Weakening). With respect to the phonetic realisation of the Tongue Tip and Lip gestures in /tp/, /tk/ and /pk/, we would expect to find a continuum of values, from no reduction through various degrees of partial reduction to complete reduction. An increase in speech rate should lead to greater degrees of gestural reduction, with the fastest rate resulting in predominantly categorical reduction (given the register-dependent rankings of the gradient Preserve and Weakening constraints in Table I). Overall, the patterns of gradient/categorical reduction should not differ substantially (i) between /p/ and /t/, (ii) between /tp/ and /tk/ and (iii) between words and across words (given the same rankings of the respective constraints, as noted above). Finally, a reduction of the coronal gesture in /tp/ and /tk/ should be accompanied by temporal extension of the following labial or dorsal gesture (see (4)).

In this paper, we test all these predictions experimentally. In §3 we present an experiment designed to investigate the reduction of coronals as targets (in /tp/ and /tk/), as well as the lack of reduction of non-coronals in non-assimilating sequences (/pt/, /kt/ and /kp/). In §4 we review the results of an experiment by Son et al. (2007) investigating the reduction of labials as targets (in /pk/) in Korean.
3 Coronals as targets

3.1 Method

Three native speakers of the Seoul dialect of Korean, two males (K1 and K3) and one female (K2), participated in the experiment. All subjects were unaware of the purposes of the experiment. Experiment materials consisted of ‘target’ and ‘control’ items. Target items included words and phrases with sequences of coronal stops as C1 and labial or velar stops as C2 (7a). These sequences were expected to be pronounced variably as a function of speaking rate, either with a fully articulated [t] or with various degrees of reduction of the tongue-tip gesture, including its categorical deletion. Control items included words and phrases with coronals that were not expected to be reduced or deleted (7b), or words and phrases without coronals (7c). Note that some correspondences between underlying and surface consonants are obscured by other processes. Recall that underlying aspirated stops, affricates and /s/ surface in coda position as plain voiceless unreleased stops at the same place of articulation; plain voiceless stops become fortis when preceded by stops (see §2.1). In addition, non-coronal C1 consonants in the non-assimilating sequences /pt/, /kt/ and /kp/ were examined for reduction (cf. the relevant stimuli in (7b–d)). Two prosodic conditions, words and phrases, were used to determine whether place assimilation applies similarly in the two contexts. Preceding and following vowels were the same throughout the target and control items (/a/). The following list represents the full set of stimuli used in the current study.

(7) a. Target words/phrases with coronal C1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word/Phrase</th>
<th>Pronunciation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/kas-paN/</td>
<td>[tp’]~[pp’]</td>
<td>‘hat-making store’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/kas pak’uaso/</td>
<td>[tp’]~[pp’]</td>
<td>‘after changing hats’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/pas-kalak/</td>
<td>[tk’]~[kk’]</td>
<td>‘toes (archaic)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/patb kamcaɲ-ha-mj@/</td>
<td>[tk’]~[kk’]</td>
<td>‘estimating a dry field’s value’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b. Control words/phrases 1 (including a tongue-tip gesture)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word/Phrase</th>
<th>Pronunciation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/hap-tan/</td>
<td>[pt]</td>
<td>‘a merger of political parties’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/hap taNki-mj@ns@/</td>
<td>[pt]</td>
<td>‘pulling the sum’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/mak-tambe/</td>
<td>[kt]</td>
<td>‘a bad quality cigarette’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/mak tajaɲ-ha-ke/</td>
<td>[kt]</td>
<td>‘carelessly’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

c. Control words/phrases 2 (no tongue-tip gesture)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word/Phrase</th>
<th>Pronunciation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/apb-pal/</td>
<td>[pp’]</td>
<td>‘a front paw’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/apb palapo-ko/</td>
<td>[pp’]</td>
<td>‘to look forward and’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ak-kam-caɲ/</td>
<td>[kk’]</td>
<td>‘hatred’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ak katatim-ko/</td>
<td>[kk’]</td>
<td>‘to renew spirit and’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

d. Target words/phrases with velar C1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word/Phrase</th>
<th>Pronunciation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/ak-pali/</td>
<td>[kp’]</td>
<td>‘a tough fellow’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ak pala-mj@ns@/</td>
<td>[kp’]</td>
<td>‘wishing evil’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2 The need to control for vowel context led to the inclusion of some uncommon words, such as /pas-kalak/ ‘toes’.
All target and control items were presented randomly in a carrier phrase /neka__lanin malil tilopoas’ta/ (‘I have heard of ___’) for K1 and (to shorten the carrier phrase and thus reduce experiment time) /neka__lako tilas’o/ (‘I heard it as ___’) for subjects K2 and K3. On average, nine repetitions of each target word or phrase were collected. Since place assimilation in Korean has been noted to correlate with speech rate or register, we employed two speaking rate conditions: subjects were instructed to read the sentences at a normal, comfortable rate (‘slow rate’) or quickly (‘fast rate’). A total of 60 target utterances were collected for speaker K1 (2 sequences $\times$ 2 boundary contexts $\times$ 2 speech rates $\times$ 7 or 8 repetitions), and 72 target utterances were collected for speakers K2 and K3 (2 sequences $\times$ 2 boundary contexts $\times$ 2 speech rates $\times$ 9 repetitions).

Articulatory movement data were collected with the electromagnetic midsagittal articulometer (EMMA; Perkell et al. 1992) at Haskins Laboratories. The apparatus allows the tracking of individual fleshpoints by means of small transducer coils attached to various points on the subject’s vocal tract in the midsagittal plane. The details of the EMMA procedure and measurements are described in the Appendix. Using a classification metric based on the statistical distribution of the controls (also detailed in the Appendix) all tokens were labelled as unreduced, fully reduced or partially reduced. Reduction rate (percentage of all reduced tokens) was computed for each of the experimental conditions: context, boundary and speaking rate. These data were examined statistically using an ANOVA with the dependent variable Reduction Rate and the fixed factors Sequence (two levels: /tp/ and /tk/), Boundary (two levels: word and phrase) and Speaking Rate (two levels: slow and fast), performed separately for each subject. Significance level was set at 0.05. Further, partially reduced tokens in each subject’s productions were examined for degrees of reduction, and compared to fully reduced and unreduced tokens.

3.2 Results

We will first examine the results for the reduction rate for /t/, our measure of variable application of the process, followed by the results for gradient/complete realisation of coronal targets. Finally, we will examine the phonetic realisation of non-coronals in non-assimilating sequences.

3.2.1 Variable application. Reduction rate results for /t/ are plotted in Fig. 1 by speaker, Sequence and Boundary condition, for slow (a) and fast (b) speaking rate. Note that all three speakers exhibited gestural reduction in most conditions, with overall higher rates of reduction for K1 (89%; 53 tokens) and K3 (71%; 51 tokens) than for K2 (17%; 12 tokens). The subjects showed higher reduction rates in /tp/ than in /tk/ within words; K1 and K3 had higher reduction rates in phrases than in words for /tk/. Reduction rate was somewhat higher in fast speech than in slow speech.
ANOVA results revealed a significant effect of Sequence for K1 and K3 ($F(1, 60) = 16.414, p < 0.001$; $F(1, 72) = 4.170, p < 0.05$): there was more reduction in /tp/ than in /tk/. There was a significant effect of Boundary for both K1 and K3 ($F(1, 60) = 7.590, p < 0.01$; $F(1, 72) = 4.170, p < 0.05$): they showed greater reduction in phrases than in words. Speaking Rate was significant only for K1 (fast > slow; $F(1, 60) = 16.414, p < 0.001$). The results for this subject also showed a significant three-way interaction of Sequence $\times$ Boundary $\times$ Speaking Rate ($F(1, 60) = 7.590, p < 0.01$). The interaction indicated that significant boundary and sequence differences for this subject were limited to the fast speaking rate, and speaking rate differences were limited to the /tk/ sequence (given the overall 100% reduction rate in /tp/). No significant differences in reduction rate were found for K2, likely due to the overall small number of reduced tokens for this subject. The different performance of K2 was also possibly related to the speaker’s more careful and slower speaking rate throughout the experiment. However, measurements of overall duration

Figure 1
Reduction rate (%) for the coronal gesture by consonant sequence, boundary condition and subject, by slow (a) and fast (b) speaking rate.
(a)  

![Graph showing tongue-tip constriction degree (mm) vs. lip aperture (mm) for speaker K1.](image)

(b)  

![Graph showing tongue-tip constriction degree (mm) vs. lip aperture (mm) for speaker K2.](image)
of slow and fast utterances confirmed that there was a difference between the two speaking rate conditions: for all three subjects slow utterances were significantly longer than fast utterances (K1: $t(27) = 10.93$, $p < 0.001$; K2: $t(35) = 6.838$, $p < 0.001$; K3: $t(35) = 12.496$, $p < 0.001$).

3 Idiosyncratic between-subject differences in frequency and degree of assimilation have previously been found in some studies on assimilation in English, for example Ellis & Hardcastle (2002; cf. also Scobbie et al. 2007), and we will come back to this aspect of our data in the discussion.

3.2.2 Gradient/categorical implementation. Most of the reduced /t/ tokens were classified as ‘fully reduced’. Only eleven tokens were classified as ‘partially reduced’ (9.5% of all reduced tokens and 5% of all tokens). Figure 2 displays the tongue-tip constriction degree (TTCD)

![Figure 2](image-url)

Scatterplots for all individual /tp/ and /tk/ tokens, for speakers K1 (a), K2 (b) and K3 (c). A constriction degree approximating zero indicates closure, as expected for a stop consonant. Error bars show two standard deviations from the mean.

3 Duration was measured between the tongue-tip maxima of the first coronal consonant in [neka] and the last coronal consonant in [tilapoata] or [tilos'a] of the carrier phrases of slow and fast utterances with /tp/ and /tk/ within words and across words for each of the speakers.
values for reduced and unreduced /tp/ and /tk/ tokens separately for each speaker. The means are displayed with two standard deviation error bars, indicating the threshold values used to categorise the tokens as ‘unreduced’, ‘partially reduced’ and ‘fully reduced’ (see Appendix). For example, it can be seen (Fig. 2c) that all /tp/ tokens produced by K3 were reduced, since they were above two standard deviations from the control TTCD value for /t/; among the reduced tokens, seven were classified as gradiently reduced, falling between the TTCD values of both control distributions; the other 23 tokens were classified as categorically reduced, since they were within the range of TTCD variation found for /p/. Note also that the partially reduced tokens produced by this speaker did not span the ‘gradiently reduced’ range, but rather clustered close to the ‘fully reduced’ threshold. With respect to /tk/, the same speaker had either unreduced or fully reduced tokens (that is, either below or above the respective threshold values). Only one token of speaker K2 (Fig. 2b) was classified as partially reduced (among the very few reduced tokens). Note also that this token is only 1.5 mm above the ‘unreduced’ threshold value. The three partially reduced tokens of speaker K3, however, do show values intermediate between the unreduced and fully reduced thresholds. Overall, there was no clear correlation between partial reduction and the speech rate or boundary conditions: all of the partial tokens of K1 occurred at the fast rate, both within words and across words, whereas the partial token of K2 occurred across words at the slow rate, two of the partial tokens of K3 occurred within words at the fast rate, while the other token occurred across words in the slow rate condition.

The examination of the reduced tokens confirmed that the subjects tended to exhibit a binary mode of tongue-tip reduction: either no reduction at all or full reduction (categorical assimilation). Gradient (partial) implementation of the process was an option, yet clearly a marginal one. To examine whether reduction of the coronal gesture was accompanied by temporal extension of the following labial or dorsal gesture, measurements of the lip-aperture and tongue-dorsum constriction duration were made for the reduced tokens of /tp/ and /tk/, as well as for all tokens of /pp/. The results, summarised in Fig. 3, showed somewhat different patterns for the two sequences. (Note that no data were available for some speaking rate and boundary conditions for K1 and K2.) Overall, the labial constriction was considerably shorter in reduced /tp/ than in /pp/ (except within words for K1 and in slow rate for K2), suggesting that gestural reduction of C1 was not accompanied by a full extension of C2. The dorsal constriction in reduced /tk/, however, was about as long as in /kk/ (except for slow words for K1 and K2), suggesting that gestural extension did take place. To the extent that measures of duration can be used at all to distinguish deletion from assimilation, it appears that the process was realised as deletion in some cases and as assimilation in other cases (similar difficulties in distinguishing deletion and assimilation in articulatory data have been noted by Nolan et al. 1996 for English and Kühnert & Hoole 2004 for German).
3.2.3 Non-assimilating sequences. Most of the /p/ and /k/ tokens in /pt/, /kt/ and /kp/ sequences were classified as unreduced; there were no fully reduced tokens. 18 tokens were classified as gradiently reduced (6% of all tokens). For K1, these included one token of /pt/ (phrase; fast), two tokens of /kt/ (phrase; fast and slow) and five tokens of /kp/ (phrase and word; fast). All these tokens, however, were no more than 1 mm away from the reduction threshold, and thus may not be ‘truly gradient’ cases; they will not be included in the further discussion. No reduced tokens were found for K2. For K3, there were two gradiently reduced tokens of /pt/ (phrase; slow) and eight tokens of /kp/ (phrase and word; fast and slow). While the /pt/ tokens were within 1 mm of the gradient reduction threshold, values for most /kp/ tokens were at least 2 mm away, with one token almost 5 mm away from the categorical threshold (and 3.5 mm from the categorical reduction threshold). At least some of these tokens, therefore, may be regarded as ‘truly gradient’ cases. This is shown in Fig. 4, which plots all /kp/ tokens for the speaker K3.

![Figure 3](image)

Duration (in ms) of Lip Aperture constriction in reduced /tp/ vs. /pp/ (a) and in reduced /tk/ vs. /kk/ (b), by speaker, boundary (word and phrase) and speaking rate (slow and fast).

Phonetic variability and grammatical knowledge
3.3 Discussion

The results showed that the overall reduction rate of coronals as targets was highly variable both within and across speakers’ productions. At least for two speakers, it was sensitive to Sequence (/tp/ vs. /tk/) and Boundary (word vs. phrase). Reduction occurred at both speaking rates, although there was more reduction at the fast rate. In the majority of cases, assimilated gestures were categorically reduced, yet some gradiently reduced gestures were also observed for all three speakers. There was no clear relation between gradient/categorical realisation of reduced tokens and speaking rate. While some of the variability in the implementation of non-coronal gestures in non-assimilating sequences can hardly qualify as gradient reduction, there were a few clearly gradient cases of dorsal reduction in /kp/ produced by one of the speakers. Finally, while in some cases the reduction of the coronal gesture was accompanied by an extension of the gesture of the following consonant (resulting in C1 assimilation to C2), in other cases no such extension was observed (resulting in C1 deletion).

How do these results match our predictions outlined in §2.3? While the overall variable application of coronal reduction was expected on the basis of Jun’s (1995, 2004) account, the sensitivity of the process to the experimental variables Sequence and Boundary was not expected. Some gradience found in the implementation of the coronal gesture provides support for the account. However, gradient implementation was clearly a marginal strategy for our speakers. Instead of the expected full range of degrees of reduction and rate-specific realisations, most of the tokens
were either fully reduced (categorically assimilated) or not reduced. Finally the finding of partial reduction of /k/ in /kp/ (at least for one speaker) is completely unexpected, as velars in Korean have been described as being immune to assimilation. While this finding will need to be confirmed in further experiments, it suggests that gradient reduction may apply in sequences that are not normally considered to be contexts for place assimilation. It may also be the case that velar reduction in /kp/ is part of a more general coda-reduction process, not yet understood. The finding that coronal reduction is not always accompanied by labial or dorsal extension, potentially indicative of a deletion rather than an assimilation process, is also in contrast with Jun’s account (cf. (4)) and previous phonological treatments of the process (Kim-Renaud 1991, Ahn 1998). Note that the lack of a temporal extension of C2 was also found for some English speakers in Ellis & Hardcastle’s (2002) study (for a note of caution regarding the use of duration measurements to uncover the nature of underlying assimilatory processes, see Kühnert & Hoole 2004).

The significant Sequence effect may be interpreted in the context of studies on other languages which have uncovered a place of articulation asymmetry in the overlap patterns of stop–stop sequences (Byrd 1996, Chitoran et al. 2002, Kochetov et al. 2007). This means that in stop–stop sequences, a back-to-front order in terms of place of articulation (e.g. /tp/) displays less overlap than a front-to-back order (e.g. /pt/). This effect has been ascribed to perceptual recoverability requirements: front-to-back sequences will be recoverable even when overlapped substantially, yet in back-to-front sequences C1 may be completely obscured by C2. We were also able to confirm the existence of the asymmetry in overlap patterns for our current Korean data (see Kochetov et al. 2007). While our data suggest a connection between asymmetries in overlap and those in reduction patterns, further research will need to show whether such covariation truly exists.

Similarly, the Boundary difference observed in the current study can potentially be interpreted in the light of a study by Tiede et al. (2007) on gestural phasing in English /kt/ sequences within (pact op) and across (pack top) words. The authors observed that relative phasing in /kt/ sequences remained relatively invariant tautosyllabically as compared to across word boundaries. If the dorsal and coronal gestures of /kt/ are in a closer phasing relationship with each other within a word/syllable than across word boundaries (cf. Byrd 1996), a greater temporal overlap of the articulator movement within a word may conceivably condition a greater influence of tongue-dorsum behaviour on tongue-tip movement compared to across words. However, the interaction between temporal

---

4 However, recent results from other languages have challenged the interpretation that overlap asymmetries may be caused by recoverability constraints (Chitoran & Goldstein 2006, Kühnert et al. 2006). Kühnert et al. (2006), for instance, highlight the role of inherent constraints on tongue movement. The origins of asymmetries in gestural overlap patterns may thus be manifold, and also language-specific.
Overlap and spatial reduction remains a topic of much discussion (Jun 1996, Chen 2003), and an issue for future research. It should be noted that Sequence and Boundary effects on reduction rate may be confounded by relative word frequency or familiarity (as, for example, in the case with the less familiar word /patkalak/). These factors could not be controlled for in the current experiment and are therefore left for further investigation.

Finally, the relation between coronal place assimilation and accentual phrasing was not investigated in the current study, given that accentual phrasing was not found to be a factor in the study of labial place assimilation (as discussed at the end of §4).

4 Labials as targets

In this section we review the main results on the assimilation of labials in /pk/ sequences reported in Son et al. (2007), and discuss them with respect to the predictions outlined in §2.3.

Experiment materials, target and control words and phrases, are shown in (8). Data collection and analysis procedures were exactly the same as outlined in §3.1. The same subjects participated and the data were recorded in the same session.

(8) a. Target words/phrases
   /apʰ-kalim/ [pk’]~[kk’] ‘a sense of what is good for oneself’
   /apʰ kalikʰi-ko/ [kk’]~[kk’] ‘to point forward and’

b. Control words/phrases
   /apʰ-pal/ [pp’] ‘a front paw’
   /apʰ palapo-ko/ [pp’] ‘to look forward and’
   /ak-kam-con/ [kk’] ‘hatred’
   /ak katatim-ko/ [kk’] ‘to renew spirit and’

Figure 5a plots reduction rates for the labial gesture in /pk/ by speaker, Sequence and Boundary condition, separately by slow (a) and fast (b) speaking rate. Note that all three subjects showed at least some labial reduction within words, greater overall for K1 (41%) and K3 (33%) than for K2 (3%). None of the subjects reduced the labial gesture across words. Reduction rate within words was higher at fast speaking rate than at slow speaking rate. An examination of reduced tokens showed that the lip gesture in all of them was completely reduced, i.e. the target /p/ was categorically assimilated to /k/ (see Son et al. 2007 for details).

Similarly to our findings for coronal reduction, the results for labial reduction exhibited considerable within- and across-speaker variability. Overall, the rate of labial reduction was lower than for coronal reduction, partly due to the complete lack of labial reduction across word boundaries. This difference between coronals and labials as
targets of assimilation and the sensitivity of labial reduction to boundaries are at odds with our predictions formulated in §2.3. Further, the speakers’ realisations of reduced gestures were consistently categorically reduced (assimilated [kk]), contrary to the predictions and in contrast with the possible (albeit infrequent) gradient implementation of reduced coronals. These results are therefore indicative of asymmetries between coronal and labials in the speakers’ grammars that are not captured by Jun’s account.

It is known that segmental processes in Korean may be sensitive to accentual phrasing (Jun 1993, 1998). The lack of labial assimilation across the word boundary in /apʰ kalikʰiko/ could, therefore, be attributed to an accentual phrase boundary between /pʰ/ and /k/. However, auditory transcription and an acoustic analysis performed by two phoneticians, both native speakers of Korean, revealed no clear relationship between labial reduction and presence of absence of accentual phrase boundary (see Son et al. 2007 for details).
5 General discussion

The results of the EMMA studies of Korean coronal and labial place assimilation reported in this paper have confirmed some previous general observations with respect to the targets of assimilation, its variable status and the possibility of gradient realisation. At the same time, the results show that the process as exhibited by our speakers is in many respects more fine-grained than previous descriptions suggest, even the most detailed accounts (Jun 1995, 2004). First, the process of place assimilation can refer to specific segmental contexts: /t/ assimilates to /p/ more frequently than to /k/. Second, the process applies differently within words and across words: this is manifested in different rates of reduction (with more reduction in the word-boundary condition for /pk tk/ and variable results for /tp/), as well as in different phonetic realisations in the two environments. Third, labials and coronals behave, contrary to our expectations, differently with respect to assimilation rate, the application of the process across word boundaries, and its phonetic realisation. Our speakers did not assimilate /p/ to /k/ across word boundaries, but did assimilate within words; /t/, however, assimilated to /p/ and /k/ both within words and across words. While coronals were sometimes gradIENTLY reduced, the reduction of labials was always categorical. Gestural reduction of coronals was not always accompanied by the gestural extension of following consonants. Fourth, at least some speakers showed gradient reduction of gestures in contexts that have not been previously described as assimilation sites (e.g. dorsal reduction in /kp/ by K3). Finally, the three speakers were consistent in some general aspects of their productions, for example, in the expected lack of assimilation of /p/ and /k/ before coronals, and in the variable assimilation of /t/ and /p/ within words. At the same time, the speakers differed considerably in other, more specific properties of the process: rates of assimilation, reference to segmental contexts and phonetic manifestation of assimilated consonants. This suggests that the speakers’ grammars of place assimilation agree at a more general, ‘macroscopic’, level, but vary at a more specific, ‘microscopic’, level.

The overall degree of within- and across-speaker variability in our results may seem surprising in light of previous descriptions of Korean place assimilation (Kim-Renaud 1991, Ahn 1998). The results are less surprising when considered in the context of several recent cross-linguistic studies of place assimilation. Context-sensitivity – different implementation depending on specific phonetic contexts – has been observed for assimilation processes in other languages (Farnetani & Busà 1994, Honorof 1999, Recasens & Pallarès 2001, Kühnert & Hoole 2004). Further, both categorical and gradient modes of implementation of assimilation have been found for English place assimilation, which has traditionally been described as a gradient phenomenon (Hardcastle & Roach 1979, Barry 1991, Nolan 1992, Byrd 1996): for example, for the same lexical item, some speakers in the previously mentioned study by
Ellis & Hardcastle (2002) assimilated exclusively categorically, others did gradiently and still others did not assimilate at all. Given these findings in different languages, a larger-scale study of Korean place assimilation may uncover the role of additional factors in the process, as well as individual differences in its implementation at a microscopic level (see recent work by Son 2008).

Assuming, however, that the current results are representative of our speakers’ grammatical knowledge of place assimilation, to what extent are the results consistent with Jun’s (1995, 2004) account of Korean place assimilation? Overall, the account, summarised in (6) and Table I, appears to be too general to capture the variable implementation of the process by our speakers. In particular, it underpredicts the sensitivity of the process to contexts and word boundaries, differences between target places, and the degree of cross-speaker variability. At the same time, the account overpredicts the gradient realisation of the process. The account also posits a direct linear correlation between speech rate on the one hand and percentage of reduced tokens and degree of reduction on the other. Our results, however, suggest that this relation is, at best, a tendency (cf. Zsiga 1994, Byrd & Tan 1996 on English place assimilation, Ellis & Hardcastle 2002).

In terms of variability, making the account more compatible with our results would require introducing additional constraints referring to the place of following consonants and word boundaries, adjusting ranking probabilities as well as the probabilities of various degrees of reduction. Capturing individual differences in place assimilation would mean allowing for some variation across individual grammars – differences in certain aspects of constraint rankings (the relative probabilities of rankings and degrees of reduction).

Let us take our speaker K3 as an example. This subject’s grammar does not allow for assimilation of labials and dorsals before coronals. Labials before dorsals are never assimilated across words, but are frequently assimilated within words. While the first effect is readily captured by Jun’s constraint ranking, the second effect seems to require an extra constraint (e.g. \texttt{Pres(pl[lab#])}, in addition to \texttt{Pres(pl[lab])}). Similar context-specific constraints are needed to capture boundary effects in coronal reduction: the speaker rarely assimilates coronals before dorsals within words, but does so frequently across words. Different patterns in the assimilation of coronals before labials and dorsals in turn require \texttt{Pres(pl[cor])} constraints referring to place of articulation of the following consonant (i.e. \texttt{Pres(pl[cor, _#dors])}, \texttt{Pres(pl[cor, _dors])}, \texttt{Pres(pl[cor, _#lab])}, \texttt{Pres(pl[cor, _lab])}). To illustrate these modifications, (9) gives the ranking of constraints for an average slow-rate production by subject K3. This production involves assimilation of /t/ to /p/ in all contexts and to /k/ across words (see Fig. 1a; cf. (6)). Note that the ranking capturing an average fast-rate production by the same speaker would differ only in the demotion of \texttt{Pres(pl[lab])}, resulting in labial assimilation within words.
(9) Register: slow (based on reduction rate average for K3)

\[ \text{Pres}(\text{pl}[\text{dors}]), \text{Pres}(\text{pl}[\_\text{cor}]), \]
\[ \text{Pres}(\text{pl}[\text{lab}]), \text{Pres}(\text{pl}[\text{cor, \_dors}]), \]
\[ \text{Pres}(\text{pl}[\text{lab}]) \]  
\[ \text{WEAKENING} \]
\[ \text{Pres}(\text{pl}[\text{cor, \_#dors}]), \text{Pres}(\text{pl}[\text{cor, \_lab}]) \]

Output: [kp, kt, pt, pk, k#k (*t#k), tk, pp (*tp)], etc.

In addition, rankings of pairs of variably ranked constraints would have to be assigned non-identical probabilities (see Hayes & Londe 2006 for such a proposal). Given the (admittedly weak) effect of speech rate, such probabilities can be adjusted for different speech registers. In sum, an OT grammar capable of generating the range of variability found in K3’s (and other subjects’) productions has to include highly detailed, context-specific probabilistic constraints, possibly tailored to slow/careful and fast/informal registers, although the interaction of reduction and register is not yet fully understood.

While capturing the observed range of variability is in principle possible given the tools provided by stochastic OT, the questions of categorical/gradient implementation and of its relation to speaking rate and style present a greater challenge. All three speakers in the current experiment showed a clear (albeit not absolute) preference for the categorical implementation of assimilation, which is not what Jun’s rankings of gradient constraints predicted. To illustrate this mismatch, the original rankings in Table I are repeated in Table II, complemented with percentages of reduced tokens with various degrees of gestural reduction – those expected and actually observed for speaker K3. It is clear that the observed distribution is bipolar, showing either no reduction at all (ranking A; 29% of all produced tokens) or complete reduction (ranking K; 67%). Gradient (partial) reduction accounts for only 4% of the speaker’s production (3 tokens), compared to an expected 80% (assuming a random distribution of reduction patterns, a continuum from no reduction to full reduction). Further, some of the unreduced tokens were produced in fast speech, while some of the fully reduced tokens were produced in slow speech.

Overall, this shows that the relation between the presence and absence of assimilation, as well as that between categorical and gradient implementation, is rather indirect, mediated by other, not yet identified factors (cf. Zsiga 1994, Byrd & Tan 1996, Ellis & Hardcastle 2002). Most importantly, the results show that Korean place assimilation is a near-categorical process, and this important property seems to be missed by an analysis that crucially relies on rankings of gradient OT constraints. In fact, this aspect of Korean place assimilation could have been captured better, and in a more economical fashion, by a traditional phonological account. Such an account would treat place assimilation as resulting from feature spreading in phonology (as in e.g. Ahn 1998; see (3)), with subsequent mapping of surface feature representations onto articulatory
gestures (Zsiga 1997). Yet, the traditional account would face problems in predicting occasional gradience in the output – partial realisations of C1 gestures and the lack of consistent gestural extension of C2, as well as in capturing the variable application of the process.

Another possible account of Korean place assimilation would involve an extension of Kiparsky’s (2007) analysis of English /t/-deletion (similar to Hayes 1992), which assumes that categorical deletion and gradient reduction are inherently different processes. In this view, the lexicon contains multiple variants of a given lexical item, for instance a categorically reduced and a categorically unreduced variant of coda /t/. Since lexical representations are based on unary or binary phonological feature values, the variants are a matter of all-or-none; gradience as a continuum of movement amplitudes is not part of the phonological representation. Each lexical item is associated with a frequency-based probability function and thus a likelihood of being selected. This accounts for the fact that very frequent words, such as function words, are more likely to undergo assimilation than infrequent words. Selection of different lexical variants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>register</th>
<th>slow/formal</th>
<th>fast/informal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P_{10}</td>
<td>P_{10}</td>
<td>W_{1x}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_{20}</td>
<td>P_{20}</td>
<td>W_{0.9x}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>W_{0.8x}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_{70}</td>
<td>P_{70}</td>
<td>W_{0.7x}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_{80}</td>
<td>P_{80}</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_{90}</td>
<td>P_{90}</td>
<td>W_{0.2x}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_{100}</td>
<td>W_{1x}</td>
<td>P_{10}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W_{0.9x}</td>
<td>W_{0.9x}</td>
<td>P_{20}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W_{0.8x}</td>
<td>W_{0.8x}</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W_{0.7x}</td>
<td>W_{0.7x}</td>
<td>P_{70}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>P_{80}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W_{0.2x}</td>
<td>W_{0.2x}</td>
<td>P_{90}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W_{0.1x}</td>
<td>W_{0.1x}</td>
<td>P_{100}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| reduction degree | 0 | 10 | ... | 90 | 100 |
| expected occurrence | 10% | 10% | 60% | 10% | 10% |
| actual occurrence | 29% | 0% | 3% | 1% | 67% |

Table II
Patterns of reduction expected on the basis of gradient constraint rankings and those observed in the experiment.
will lead to categorically different outcomes – presence or absence of assimilation (categorically reduced/unreduced). Gradient reduction, however, is in Kiparsky’s view purely phonetic in character, and presupposes the selection of the unreduced phonological variant. A phonologically fully present /t/ can be implemented phonetically with a range of movement amplitudes (although the details of such implementation remain unclear).

Kiparsky’s (2007) account predicts that subjects from the same speaker community (i.e. experiencing given lexical items roughly with the same frequency) should behave alike with respect to the selection probability of the phonological reduced/unreduced variants. Ellis & Hardcastle’s (2002) data for English, and our data for Korean, however, show that this is not the case. Speakers differ greatly in whether, in the same lexical item, they reduced categorically, gradiently or not at all. Speakers will necessarily experience different lexical items with different frequencies, and it is difficult to gauge how large these individual differences would have to be to lead to the intersubject variability we and other studies have observed. This concern limits the predictive power of an approach that strictly maintains a phonological/categorical vs. phonetic/gradient dichotomy. If differences in assimilatory behaviour were taken to be an index of the input frequencies for particular lexical items for any given speaker, the argument would become circular.

Kiparsky’s approach is different from the traditional phonological analysis of assimilation discussed earlier, in that it encodes optionality into phonological representations or the lexicon. However, it takes essentially the same position on the relation between phonology and phonetics, strictly maintaining the phonological/categorical vs. phonetic/gradient dichotomy. One problem with this and other phonetics-after-phonology approaches is that (unlike Jun’s and related gradient constraint approaches, e.g. Boersma 1998, Kirchner 1998) they fail to capture the relation between categorical assimilation and gradient reduction, missing an important generalisation that the two processes are in some sense ‘the same’. That is, both categorical assimilation and gradient gestural reduction and extension are apparently governed by the same phonological factors (e.g. context, word boundary, etc.), exhibit similar regularities and, therefore, have to be part of speakers’ internalised phonological knowledge (see e.g. Anttila 2003, 2007 on variability and gradience in other phonological processes).

The current data, as well as much of the experimental data on assimilation reviewed earlier, escape classification as either phonological or phonetic. Clearly, attempts to distinguish phonology from phonetics by clearly assigning every phenomenon to either one or the other are in many ways problematic. Speakers’ grammars appear to be much more flexible and non-deterministic than afforded by a dichotomous phonology/phonetics view. A more empirically adequate model of the phonology–phonetics interface should be able to represent speakers’ knowledge of phonological processes of various dimensions and different degrees of
abstractness, possibly as a continuum from optional to obligatory and from gradient to categorical (see Scobbie 2007 for a related proposal). A simplified schematic representation of these continua, representing speaker K3’s (presumed) knowledge of coronal and labial assimilation, is shown in Fig. 6. On the optional/obligatory dimension, both processes are optional (variable), yet differ in the relative frequency of their application. On the gradient/categorical dimension, labial assimilation is fully categorical and phonological, while coronal assimilation is near-categorical and partly phonological/partly phonetic. Both optionality and gradience are further subject to various factors, such as phonological context, prosodic boundary and possibly word frequency.

The view of the phonology–phonetics interface as a continuum between optional/gradient and obligatory/categorical properties captures the relatedness of ‘higher-level’ phonological and ‘lower-level’ phonetic processes. The ‘truly phonological’ (obligatory and categorical) and ‘truly phonetic’ (optional and gradient) processes can be seen as opposite poles of what essentially are the same phenomena. Predictably, many processes (like Korean place assimilation) would fall somewhere in between, having both phonological and phonetic properties. This view is also useful in understanding the evolution of phonological processes. Thus place assimilation may originate as a fully optional and gradient phonetic effect, triggered by articulatory pressures and perceptual biases (e.g. Ohala 1990, Jun 1995, Kochetov et al. 2007). The process, internalised by speakers and subject to incremental grammatical/lexical generalisations, will inevitably drift towards the obligatory/categorical ends of the continua, and will eventually acquire full phonological status. Since speakers’ linguistic generalisations are based on their individual experiences (Bybee 2001, Pierrehumbert 2001), some variation across speakers of the same dialect or language is fully expected. So is the variation in realisation of seemingly similar phonological processes in
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A schematic representation of coronal and labial assimilation as produced by speaker K3 (averaged over all conditions) in the optional/obligatory–gradient/categorical space.
different languages (e.g. place assimilation in Korean, English and Spanish; see §1).

In sum, the present findings (and findings from other experimental studies of assimilation and deletion) are fully compatible neither with stochastic/phonetically based OT accounts nor with traditional phonology-after-phonetics accounts. What seems to be the major problem is the model of the interface between phonology and phonetics, which is either too rigid and deterministic (as in the case of traditional phonological accounts) or absent altogether (as in the case of phonetically driven accounts). An alternative view of the interface as an overlap rather than dichotomy (Scobbie 2007) provides a new and promising direction for research on variability and gradience in phonology.

6 Conclusion

Our articulatory investigation of Korean place assimilation has revealed a complex interaction between speaker idiosyncrasies and grammatical and phonetic factors. The frequency and implementation of place assimilation could be shown to be sensitive to the sequence of consonants involved, the presence of a word boundary and speaking rate, yet each of these factors contributes to a different degree to each individual’s productions. Previous treatments of Korean place assimilation, such as the register-referring OT account proposed by Jun, correctly predict differences in production according to different speaking rate/style conditions, but do not incorporate all the factors that seem to affect the assimilatory patterns observed. In conclusion, results of experimental investigations of variable and categorical/gradient phenomena pose new challenges to various phonological approaches, and seem to require us to reconsider traditional assumptions about what is phonological and what is phonetic.

Appendix: Experimental procedure and measurements

EMMA transducers were placed on the tongue tip (about 1 cm back from the actual tip), tongue body (two sensors), tongue dorsum, upper lip, lower lip and jaw. To correct for head movement, additional sensors were placed on the maxilla and nose ridge. Typical transducer placement is illustrated in Fig. 7. Articulatory data were sampled at 500 Hz. Acoustic data was sampled at 48 kHz for one subject and 20 kHz for all other subjects.

For the tongue-tip and tongue-dorsum gestures for /t/ and /k/ respectively, constriction degree was calculated for the tongue-dorsum transducer coil. Tongue-tip/dorsum constriction degree (henceforth TTCD/TDCD) was calculated as the Euclidean distance of each sample of the relevant transducer coil to all sample points on the palate (the palate contour for each subject was resampled to fifty points). The minimal distance was taken as the constriction degree for that sample. A constriction degree value approximating zero thus indicates tongue-palate contact, as expected for a stop closure. For /p/ measurements, the time series for Lip Aperture (LA) was computed as the Euclidean distance between the upper-lip and lower-lip transducer coil.
Measurements were made at the minimum tongue-tip constriction degree during the sequences /tp/ and /tk/: if no TTCD minimum was present (as is the case for a categorically reduced coronal and also for the non-coronal controls), TTCD was measured at the time point of the LA or TDCD minimum corresponding to the /p/ and /k/ gestures. To determine whether the coronal gesture was reduced (either partially or fully), target values were compared to the distribution of TTCD values found in the controls. /pt/ and /pp/ served as controls for /tp/; /kt/ and /kk/ served as controls for /tk/. A token was

Figure 7
Schematic illustration of typical transducer placement.

Figure 8
Illustration of classification method for /tk/ tokens for speaker K3. Tongue-tip constriction degree during individual /tk/ tokens is evaluated against the distribution (mean 2 SD) of the [kt] and [kk] controls. The means for the control conditions are given with 2 SD error bars.

Measurements were made at the minimum tongue-tip constriction degree during the sequences /tp/ and /tk/: if no TTCD minimum was present (as is the case for a categorically reduced coronal and also for the non-coronal controls), TTCD was measured at the time point of the LA or TDCD minimum corresponding to the /p/ and /k/ gestures. To determine whether the coronal gesture was reduced (either partially or fully), target values were compared to the distribution of TTCD values found in the controls. /pt/ and /pp/ served as controls for /tp/; /kt/ and /kk/ served as controls for /tk/. A token was
classified as ‘unreduced’ if its TTCD value was within two standard deviations of the mean TTCD value measured in the coronal controls.

A token was classified as ‘fully reduced’ if its TTCD value was within two standard deviations of the mean TTCD value obtained from the non-coronal control tokens (cf. (7c)). For those controls, TTCD was measured at the time point of the LA minimum in /pp/ (and compared to ‘TTCD in /tp/) or at the time point of the TD minimum in /kk/ (these values served as comparison for TTCD during /tk/). If a token fell outside both control distributions, it was classified as ‘partially reduced’. Figure 8 illustrates this metric on the basis of a subset of the data from K3.

It is worth pointing out that /t/ in the control conditions is in onset position, and thus phonetically fortis (due to post-obstruent tensification; see §3.1); /t/ in the experimental condition, however, is in coda position, and thus phonetically lenis. There is evidence that the fortis and lenis stops in Korean differ not only in laryngeal setting, but also in linguopalatal contact (Kim et al. 2005). Similar observations have been made for voiced and voiceless coronal stops in a variety of languages (see Hamann & Fuchs 2008 for a recent overview). Although tongue shape as a whole and the constriction location may differ inherently for our control and experimental conditions, our measure of constriction degree is less sensitive to such differences, since it is based on the Euclidean distance of the transducer to the nearest sample point on the palate, independently of where that sample point is on the palate. To further verify the validity of our classification criteria, we examined TTCD values of two utterances containing [tt’] (/mactambe/ ‘smoking together’ and /mas tajanjeke/ ‘various tastes’) as well as intervocalic lenis [t] in the utterances /atam/ ‘Adam (NOM)’ and /mia takitjimja/ ‘Mia is rushing’ (collected during the same session). These values were comparable to the stops in the control conditions and gave us exactly the same results with respect to the classification of experimental tokens. In addition, measurements were made of the LA minimum for /pt/ and the TDCD minimum for /kt/ and /kp/, and compared to the respective gestures in /pp tp/ and /kk pk/, using the same criteria as described above.

To compare the duration of the C2 gestures in /tp/ and /tk/ to the duration of the same gestures in /pp/ and /kk/, we algorithmically identified the gestural landmarks ‘target achievement’ and ‘release onset’, based on onsets and offsets of motion in LA or TDCD velocity signals. Constriction duration was taken to be the distance between the target achievement and release onset of a gesture, in the literature also often referred to as ‘plateau duration’ (see Son et al. 2007).
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